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SYNTHESE :

L'analyse des données CND revêt une importance et une complexité croissante
dans beaucoup de secteurs industriels, d'où l'apparition d'un besoin pour des systèmes
dédiés. EDF a participé de 1992 à 1994, dans le cadre d'un programme de recherche
européen, à l'un des premiers projets internationaux dans ce domaine, TRAPPIST, et,
dès 1993, a mis en oeuvre unè'appliçation aux besoins de l'industrie de production
d'énergie électrique, donnant naissance au projet PACE.

Le premier objectif concerne spécifiquement l'industrie de production
d'électricité en France r il s'agit de faire de PACE le système de référence pour
l'analyse des données provenarirde l'inspection non destructive des centrales EDF. Le
deuxième est de promouvoir la diffusion de PACE dans d'autres secteurs industriels et
dans d'autres pays. '

L'analyse du besoin montre la nécessité d'un système centré sur l'analyse de
données provenant de sources d'acquisition très variées. Le point d'entrée dans PACE
doit donc être un format standard s'appliquant aux données géométriques comme à
celles émanant du CND. Le format TRAPPIST constitue la première version de ce
standard et le point de départ d'une action de normalisation européenne.

L'examen des différents modes d'utilisateurs définis pour PACE conduit à la
réalisation d'une structure d'accueil composée de 2 parties : un système de gestion de
base de données (Ingres/Windows4GL) et un outil de visualisation/traitement (AVS),
également utilisable pour la construction de scénarios d'analyse.

L'exemple d'application (inspection d'une maquette de piquage W P ) fait bien
apparaître la nécessité d'effectuer une acquisition de géométrie conforme à exécution
(CAE) et montre comment les données CND peuvent être exploitées de différentes
manières par rapport à cette géométrie. Il illustre également l'adaptabilité de PACE
aux divers niveaux d'utilisation : contrôleur, expert, développeur.

La structure de PACE ayant été définie et paraissant bien adaptée au besoin
industriel, le système doit, avant que ne soit enclenché le processus conduisant à son
utilisation sur les inspections de centrales, être validé sur une application plus réaliste :
le contrôle multitechniques (ultrasons et courants de Foucault) d'un piquage grandeur
réelle. Cette étude est déjà en cours. En parallèle, se poursuivent les efforts de
normalisation du format et l'action de pré-industrialisation de PACE.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

The growing extent and complexity of NDT data analysis has reached a stage
where dedicated systems are required. In die context of a European research program,
EDF participated from 1992 to 1994 in one of the first international projects in this
field, TRAPPIST and, in 1993, began developing an application for the electricity
generating industry, giving rise to the PACE project.

The prime objective specifically targets the French electricity generating
industry, where PACE was to be the reference system for analysis of NDE data
concerning EDF power plants. The second objective is to promote the adoption of
PACE by other industrial sectors and other countries.

The analysis of needs shows that the required system must be designed to
analyze data from widely different sources. The PACE entry point consequently has to
be a standard format compatible with geometrical data as well as those provided by
NDT.

The TRAPPIST format constitutes the first version of this standard and is the
first step towards European standardization in this respect.

Consideration of the different user modes defined for PACE led to the design of
a 2-part user structure comprising a database management system (Ingres/Windows
4GL) and a display/processing tool (AVS), also usable to construct analysis scenarios.

The application example selected (inspection of a mainstream system
T-junction mockup) emphasizes the importance of using as-built geometrical data and
shows how the NDT data can be used in different ways with respect to this geometry.
It also shows PACE'S adaptability to various levels of use: inspector, expert,
developer.

The structure of PACE is defined and seems well suited to industrial
requirements, but before it is possible to proceed further towards its adoption for actual
power plant inspections, it has to be validated on a more realistic application, the eddy
current and ultrasonic testing of a full-scale T-joint This is already under way, whilst
work on format standardization and industrialization preparatory procedures are
proceeding in parallel.
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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of NDT data is a problem of growing importance and complexity,
encountered in many industrial fields, such as electricity production, oil industry,
aeronautics, infrastructure inspection or metal production. This is why dedicated systems
have begun to appear in the previous years to handle this particular part of a nondestructive
inspection, located after the data acquisition and leading to the diagnosis.

The TRAPPIST project, led between 1992 and 1994 under European Community
funding, ranked amongst the first collégial and international attempts to fit in this frame [1,
2]. Its main achievements concerned essentially NDT data format, signal processing and
data exchange. From 1993 on, Electricité de France (EDF), member of the TRAPPIST
consortium, began to think of a complete system which would, starting from the
TRAPPIST works, answer to the needs of the French electricity production industry
regarding NDT data analysis : this led to the PACE project [3] (PACE stands in French for
"Poste d'Analyse pour le Contrôle et l'Expertise", which means "Analysis Station for
Testing and Expertise").

Two main goals are pursued by EDF : to make of PACE the reference system to be
used during the analysis of the nondestructive inspection of French power plants during
their maintenance program and to promote its use in other industrial fields and in other
countries. The first of these aims is exclusively in EDF's actvity; the second one will have
to be led with the help of international partners.



The scope of the present communication is to introduce the general structure of the
system, as defined in answer to the requirements of the nondestructive inspection of power
plants, and to illustrate its main functionalities through a simple example.

NDT ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS IN THE POWER PRODUCTION INDUSTRY

The maintenance programs of power plants (concerning, in France, mainly nuclear
power plants) requires the periodical nondestructive inspection of many highly security-
sensitive components during their lifetime (typically, a period of 30-40 years). The use of
several complementary NDT techniques is frequent and the geometry of the components is
generally complex : this results in a complex analysis, implying most of the time several
experts. The diagnosis must include quantitative data, in order to meet the acceptance
criteria. Furthermore, the growing severity of security requirements with time leads to a
constant evolution of these criteria, and hence of the analysis tools.

Knowing these conditions, it can be seen that the expectancies of a data analysis
system are multiple. They can vary from a mere replay of the scene of the inspection to
more complicated scenarios, such as the comparison of new data with old data on the same
component (but with an instumentation which can be different) or the comparison of data
obtained with different NDT techniques and their exploitation through advanced signal
processing (e.g. data fusion). Another important demand concerns the tracing of general
information about the data acquisition, such as date, location, operator identity,
instrumentation description, testing procedure... The system must also be able to locate the
NDT system - essentially the probes and sensors - with respect to the component geometry
on a 3-dimensional representation. It is extremely important to take into account the actual
measured geometry, and not the one figured on conception drafts, since both can be
significantly different, due to original non-conformity or to variations occuring during the
component lifetime, especially when it undergoes repairs. Finally, the system is expected to
be compatible with existing tools, particularly when they are of common use in routine
inspection, as well as open to the newest developments, which includes the ability to apply
new processings to old data or to build and apply alternative analysis scenarios.

THE PACE STRUCTURE

Standard format

As seen before, PACE is essentially an analysis system. This implies that it does not
take into account data acquisition, this part being specific to the instrumentation used for
the test. Nonetheless, an important feature of PACE is to be able to be applied to any
acquisition system. This means that the entrance of all - geometry as well as NDT - data in
PACE will have to De done through a standard format after a conversion from their native
format.

The standard format is not much of a problem concerning geometry data, since
standard formats are already in use in Computer Assisted Design (CAD). The SET format,
already present in TRAPPIST [1], has been chosen here. When it comes to NDT, on the
opposite, an almost total absence of standard has to be faced.



One of the main achievements of the TRAPPIST consortium was the release, in
January 1995, of a first version, named a l , of a NDT data exchange standard format [1,3].
This format is based on the use of existing file format standards. It takes into account the
raw acquired data as well as the "general information" data and fulfills the needs for
traceability (i.e. being able to tell the transformations undergone by the data during their
history), reproducibility (i.e. containing all the informations necessary to reproduce the
analysis in an ever identical manner) and completeness (i.e. containing all the informations
required to achieve the analysis).

During the 6th European Conference on NDT held in Nice in October 1994, the
TRAPPIST a l format was accepted as a starting point for the elaboration of an official
European standard concerning NDT data format, in the frame of CEN/TC 138 (European
Standardization Committee dealing with general standards on NDT). An ad hoc working
group was constituted for the circumstance : it includes so far specialists from 4 countries
(Germany, France, Denmark, Spain), has already met twice and plans to yield a standard
proposal for October 1997. This proposal will concern an exchange format valid for
multiple NDT techniques and will have to be compatible with other existing European
standards, especially concerning terminology associated with one or several NDT
techniques.

User modes

Once given the entry point to PACE, it is important, in order to conceive its inner
structure, to know what will be its users' profiles. 4 different user modes have been
identified :

- controller mode : it consists in applying already existing scenarios. Its typical use will be
when the replay of a given acquisition will be looked for.

- expert mode : it consists in building new scenarios with existing modules included in the
PACE library. User-friendliness is a very important feature of this mode, since it
concerns NDT experts and not computer science experts; therefore, it will be expected
that no lines of programming will have to be written in the expert mode.

- developer mode : it consists in building new modules in computer languages (e.g. C
language).

- administrator mode : the administrator rules the system. He handles the users' list, their
rights and the system updates.

The first two modes are clearly dedicated to NDT specialists and must not require
any specific knowledge in computer science and programming. The last two modes are
addressed to software engineers and, normally, do not concern NDT people.

The typical chronology of the development of a NDT analysis scenario regarding
the PACE user modes is the following. The expert conceives the scenario, which includes
already existing modules and/or new modules. The developer builds the new modules after
the specifications of the expert. The expert validates them in the scenario; if errors are
detected, the module is sent back to the developer for corrections. Once the modules and
the scenario validated, they are included in the PACE data base and the expert decides



which controller stations will have access to them. The installation is made by the
administrator, who gives the access rights to the listed controllers.

Software structure

As it can be seen on figure 1, PACE'S software structure essentially consists in 2
parts : a data base handling system, in communication with the outside (i.e. acquired NDT
and geometry data) through the standard format, and a visualization/processing tool. Both
of them have been made using commercial products : Ingres/Windows4GL for the data
base and AVS for the visualization and processing.

An example of data base screen is displayed on figure 2. It can be seen that different
criteria are available to spot a given file, such as the inspected specimen geometry, the
NDT method, the instrumentation used, etc... The data base handling system also allows to
store the results of the inspection and to record sequences corresponding to the full
execution of a scenario. In fact, the data base handling system is a mandatory passing point
when using PACE and acts as a genuine user interface. As for visualization and processing,
AVS has been chosen, not only because it is a powerful 3-D processor, but also for its
ability, through its "network editor" function, to provide a tool allowing to build, in a rather
straight-forward and flexible way, an analysis scenario by assembling elementary modules
while handling the correspondance between inputs and outputs. This completely fulfills the
requirements imposed by the different user modes. Figure 3 gives an example of a complex
analysis scenario as represented under the AVS network editor (this scenario corresponds
to the example described in next chapter - cf. fig. 6).

NDT and
geometry

data

PACE

communication
—.protocole

data base
handling

Ingres /
Windows4GL

DTM

visualization /
processing

AVS

Figure 1. PACE'S software structure
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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

To illustrate PACE'S main functionalities, it has been applied to the inspection of a
T-junction from the secondary circuit of a nuclear power plant. This type of junction is
very frequent in all the tubing transporting the steam from the steam generator to the
turbines. Nondestructive testing is applied in order to assess the integrity of the weld
between the two tubes : an ultrasonic inspection is performed according to radial planes of
the smaller tube and following the outer surface of the bigger tube, in order to look at its
inner surface. It can be seen on figure 4 that the geometry of the problem is rather complex
(the intersection of two cylinders) and varies according to the angle of the inspection.
Furthermore, hollow repairs can be present on the inner surface of the tube, due to the
grinding of previous defects : this corresponds to a case where the actual geometry of the
component is different from the designed one. Mock-ups at a 1/10 scale have been realized
to simulate the intersection at different angles. The following results have been obtained on
the 0° mock-up including artificial defects and a machined repair.

In a first step, the component geometry has been acquired, using a laser
triangulation method. This technique is rather conventional, as far as topography
measurement is concerned. Nonetheless, the device used, i.e. the SOISIC system [4], is

0° 30° 60°

with repaired area

Figure 4. Geometry of the inspection of a T-junction.



Figure 5. Geometry acquisition en the 0° mock-up : cloud of measured points (left) -
facetized CAD model (right).

more specific : it allows to obtain a very fine resolution on large surface and has already
been used to make geometry measurements on infrastructures or natural sites (e.g. bridges,
caves,...). A resolution of 2 mm x 2 mm was obtained in our case. The result of this
measurement is a cloud of points, which has to be converted by a CAD model before being
usable by PACE. Figure 5 shows the result of this conversion on the 0° mock-up (when a
quicker analysis is needed, simpler models, using geometrical primitives, can be used).

Ultrasonic inspection, using a 45° transducer, has been performed on the mock-up.
The data have been converted to the TRAPPIST a l standard format. Figure 6 shows an
example of screen when a scenario, entitled "current ultrasonic inspection" (cf. network on
fig. 3), is applied to these data. This scenario is meant to represent the different
informations coming to the knowledge of the inspector during the testing of the component.
From top to bottom and left to right : for each position of the transducer, the A-scan is
given, as well as a reconstructed view of the ultrasonic beam with respect to the actual
component geometry. The echodynamic curve is plotted point by point (taking the
maximum of the A-scan vs. transducer position) and the B-scan is plotted line by line. On
the workstation, the whole sequence is animated.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The structure of the PACE system has been defined from the bases of the
TRAPPIST project and appear to be well adapted to match the expectancies towards a
NDT data analysis station coming from the energy production industry and to be fit to all
the user modes identified for such a system. PACE is now under validation, and application
to a more realistic and complete case - i.e. the inspection of a full-size T-junction using 2
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Figure 6. Result of the execution of the "current ultrasonic inspection" scenario on the
PACE station (A-scan, reconstructed beam relative to component geometry, echodynamic
curve, B-scan).

NDE techniques (ultrasonics and eddy currents) - is under progress. The release of a pre-
industrial version of the system is scheduled for the end of 1995. Work on data format
standardization continues in parallel. Mid-term future should see the progressive
application of PACE to NDT in the French electricity production industry. But, since the
system seems to apply to the needs of several industrial fields, its diffusion on a wider
range of domains is under study.
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